University School of Management Studies
GURU GOBIND SINGH INDRAPRASTHA UNIVERSITY
Sector – 16 C Dwarka, New Delhi – 110078 (India)

Ref: GGSIPU/USMS/2019/ February 6, 2019

Notice

India Book of Record Attempt for Mental Health Awareness amongst Youth

University School of Management Studies in association with Anugoonj has planned to make a record attempt of Flash Mob for fifteen minutes to create awareness about Mental Health amongst Youth. This record attempt if successful will be registered in India Books of Record. This attempt will be made on February 08, 2019 at 5.00 PM in the main ground of University.

All the interested students who want to take part in this shall contact Student volunteers:

Ms. Rashmi Azad - 9910850464
Ms. Shagun Tyagi - 8826932028
Mr. Abhishek Chaudhary - 9311363632

The registrations are open. Interested students shall register themselves and report for practice on February 07, 2019 at 10.00 AM in the ground front of administrative block.

*Come and be part of the history GGSIPU is going to create.*

(Prof. Neena Sinha)
Dean
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